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This story covers the tragedy of the loss of life, home, and imprisonment of my 3rd great grandmother Margaret (Yates) Hale’s family. A true story, the massacre of the Bowman and Blair brothers in Deadman’s Hollow Virginia. During the Civil War like other Wars catastrophic destruction, unspeakable horror, and murder are thus usually considered justified.

I found names of my ancestors, Grandfather, Patton Mullins plus triggered memories of relatives by name of Hale who lived on Cranes Nest. I visited there - a 2 story house on side of the road. They were from Kentucky and were related to my Grandmother, Martha Alice Hollifield Mullins!

Captivating and you will not be able to put it down until you finish. Loved it. Had a lot of details about this battle that took place during this time in our family’s history.
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